Abstract: This paper continues the study of Milner's encoding of the lazy -calculus into the -calculus Mil90]. The encoding is shown to give rise to a -model in which, in accordance with the theory of the lazy -calculus, conditional extensionality holds. However, the model is not fully abstract. To obtain full abstraction, the operational equivalence on -terms (applicative bisimulation) is re ned. The new relation, called open applicative bisimulation, allows us to observe some internal structure of -terms, and coincides with the L evy-Longo Tree equality.
Introduction
In Mil90] Milner examines the encoding of the -calculus into the -calculus MPW92]; the former is the universally accepted basis for computations with functions, the latter aims at being its counterpart for computations with processes. More precisely, Milner shows how the evaluation strategies of the lazy -calculus and of (a weak form of) call-by-valuecalculus Abr89, Plo75] can be faithfully mimicked. The characterisation of the equivalence induced on -terms by the encodings is left as an open problem. It also remains to be studied which kind of -calculus model | if any | can be constructed from the process terms. These are the main questions tackled in this paper.
A deep comparison between a process calculus and the -calculus is interesting for several reasons; indeed, virtually all proposals for process calculi with the capability of treating | directly or indirectly | processes as rst class objects have incorporated attempts at embedding the -calculus Bou89, Tho90] . From the process calculus point of view, it is a signi cant test of expressiveness, and helps in getting deeper insight into its theory. From the -calculus point of view, it provides the means to study -terms in contexts other than purely sequential ones, and with the instruments available in the process calculus. For example, an important behavioural equivalence upon process terms gives rise to an interesting equivalence upon -terms. Moreover, the relevance of those -calculus evaluation strategies which can be e ciently encoded is strengthened. More practical motivations for describing functions as processes are to provide a semantic foundation for languages which combine concurrent and functional programming and to develop parallel implementations of functional languages.
We shall focus on Milner's lazy -calculus encoding. This is the simplest encoding of the -calculus into the -calculus we are aware of. It also seems \canonical" in the sense of being the \natural" encoding of the lazy strategy. (By contrast, a few variants of the call-by-value strategy have been considered | two of them in Milner's original paper Mil90] | and it is not clear which one should be preferred.) Below, Milner's encoding of the lazy -calculus is simply called \Milner's encoding".
The lazy -calculus was proposed by Abramsky 1 and motivated by the practice of functional programming implementations; thus, for instance, reductions inside abstractions are forbidden. Abramsky also equipped the lazy -terms with a notion of operational equivalence, called applicative bisimulation, which follows the bisimulation idea originally formulated by Park and Milner Par81, Mil89] in concurrency theory.
Brie y, our programme is the following. We begin by examining the operational correspondence between source and target terms of Milner's encoding. We then use the encoding to construct a -model from the -calculus processes. The equality on -terms induced by the model is the same as that induced, via the encoding, by the behavioural equality adopted on the -calculus. In accordance with the theory of the lazy -calculus, the model validates conditional extensionality. However, the model is not fully abstract. Not surprisingly so: -calculus is richer | and hence more discriminanting | than the -calculus; the latter is purely sequential, whereas the former can, for instance, express parallelism and non-determinism. To obtain full abstraction, we strengthen the operational equivalence onterms. This is achieved using a re nment of applicative bisimulation, called open applicative bisimulation, which allows us to observe some internal structure of -terms.
Open applicative bisimulation is perhaps the simplest extension of applicative bisimulation to open terms, and it can be easily shown to coincide with the equality determined by L evy-Longo Trees, the lazy variant of B ohm Trees. Open applicative bisimulation has also been studied in San94a]; the results in San94a] show how to achieve the same discrimination by remaining with closed terms but enriching the -calculus with operators, that is symbols equipped with reduction rules describing their behaviour.
A remark about behavioural equivalences for -calculus: In this paper, we use (weak 2 ) bisimulation. However, the main results presented (construction of the -model, full abstraction) should be largely independent of this choice. Bisimulation is widely accepted as the nest extensional behavioural equivalence one would like to impose on processes; on the opposite extreme, as the coarsest equivalence, there is trace equivalence. We believe that, on processes encoding -terms, bisimulation and trace equivalence coincide. This is suggested by the determinism of the encoded lazy -terms. It also con rmed by our results and results by Boudol and Laneve BL94]. 3 We have related bisimulation on these processes to the L evy-Longo Tree equality; Boudol and Laneve have related the L evy-Longo Tree equality to the Morris's context-equivalence of the lambda calculus with multiplicities, a form of enriched lazy -calculus. Roughly, Morris's context-equivalence equates two terms if they have the same convergence properties in all contexts; in familiar process algebras, it coincides with trace equivalence. This paper is an improved version of part of the author's PhD thesis San92] (from which we extracted the extended abstract San93]). The proofs are di erent: In San92], Milner's encoding was factorised through an encoding into the Higher-Order -calculus, an extension of the -calculus with higher-order features like term-passing, and then all work was carried out from within the Higher-Order -calculus. In this paper, by contrast, we work within the -calculus, mainly to take advantage of recent results about its theory which allow us to drastically simplify a few key proofs. Some of this theory is further developed in this paper: For instance, we prove that ground bisimulation, a form of bisimulation where no name instantiation on input actions is required, is a congruence relation on a -calculus sublanguage similar to those proposed by Boudol Bou92] Another di erence with San92] is that, there, the -calculus had to be enriched with symbols called constants in order to prove full abstraction for the -model. In this paper, we shall be able to avoid constants; thus the statement of the results is simpler and the correspondence with the L evy-Longo Tree equality more direct. We also hope that the proofs in the -calculus | as opposed to the Higher-Order -calculus | will provide a guideline for the study of the encoding of other -calculus evaluation strategies, like call-by-value, where intermediate encodings into the Higher-Order -calculus might not be so helpful.
The paper is self-contained, but some familiarity with the -calculus would be useful. We introduce the part of -calculus su cient for the encoding of the lazy -calculus in Section 2. The theory of this calculus we shall need is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4 we review the lazy -calculus and Milner's encoding. In Section 5 we examine the operational correspondence between source and target terms of the encoding. In Section 6 we de ne the -model and present some properties of it. In Section 7 we study full abstraction of the model.
The mini -calculus
Throughout the paper, R ranges over relations. The composition of two relations R and R 0 is written R R 0 . We often use in x notation for relations; thus P R Q means (P; Q) 2 R . A tilde represents a tuple. The i-th elements of a tuple e E is referred to as E i .
Our notations are extended to tuples componentwise. Thus e P R e Q means P i R Q i for all components.
2.1. Syntax Small letters a; b; : : : ; x; y; : : : range over the in nite set of names, and P; Q; R; : : : over the set Pr of processes. The part of the polyadic -calculus Mil91] we shall use, which we shall refer to as the mini -calculus, is built from the operators of inaction, input pre x, output, parallel composition, restriction, and replication: P := 0 j a( e b): P j ah e bi j P 1 j P 2 j a P j ! P : When the tilde is empty, the surrounding brackets () and hi will be omitted. 0 is the inactive process. An input-pre xed process a( e b): P, where e b has pairwise distinct components, waits for a tuple of names e c to be sent along a and then behaves like Pf e c = e bg, where f e c = e bg is the simultaneous substitution of names e b with names e c. An output particle ah e bi emits names e b at a. Parallel composition is to run two processes in parallel. The restriction a P makes name a local, or private, to P. A replication ! P stands for a countable in nite number of copies of P in parallel. If I = fi 1 ; : : : ; i n g, then i2I P i abbreviates P i1 j : : : j P in . We assign parallel composition the lowest precedence among the operators.
The most notable features of this language w.r.t. other formulations of the polyadiccalculus are the absence of the sum and of the match operators (usually written P + Q and a = b]P, respectively), and the limited form of output guarding available, with a null continuation. We chose this language because it has some useful algebraic properties, some of which are reported in Section 3. Similar languages have been studied by Honda and Tokoro HT92] , who call the language -calculus, and Boudol Bou92], who calls it asynchronous -calculus | appropriately so, since the emission of a message does not impose any sequencing constraints. The languages in HT92] and Bou92], however, only allow monadic communications.
Terminologies and notations
In pre xes a( e b) and ah e bi, we call a the subject and e b the object. We use to range over pre xes. We often abbreviate :0 as , and a b P as a; b P. An input pre x a( e b):P and a restriction b P are binders for names e b and b, respectively, and give rise in the expected way to the de nition of free names of a term, and alpha conversion. We identify processes or actions which only di er on the choice of the bound names. The symbol = will mean \syntactic identity modulo alpha conversion". In a statement, we say that a name is fresh to mean that it is di erent from any other name which occurs in the statement or in objects of the statement like processes and substitutions.
Substitutions are of the form f e b =e cg, and are nite assignments of names to names. We use and to range over substitutions. If = is the composition of substitutions where is performed rst, therefore P is (P ) .
A context is a process expression with a hole in it. There can be an arbitrary, but nite, number of di erent holes ] 1 ; : : : ; ] n in a context, and each of these holes may appear more than once. If Q ?! Q 0 and P 0 R Q 0 . Two processes P and Q are strongly ground bisimilar, written P Q, if P R Q for some strong bisimulation R .
Note that in the de nition above, no name instantiation is required in the clause for input actions. Therefore, for instance, to check whether two processes a( e b): P and a( e b): Q are equivalent, we do not have to examine all possible instantiations of names e b in P and Q, but it su ces to check that P and Q alone are equivalent. Surprisingly enough, in the mini -calculus this form of bisimilarity is preserved by name instantiations and is a congruence relation (Section 3).
We De nition 2.2 (weak ground bisimilarity) A symmetric relation R Pr Pr is a weak ground bisimulation if P R Q and P ?! P 0 imply that there exists Q 0 s.t. Q b =) Q 0 and P 0 R Q 0 . Two processes P and Q are weakly bisimilar (or observationally equivalent), written P Q, if P R Q for some weak ground bisimulation R .
Relation is the semantic equality on the -calculus we are mainly interested in; other relations, like strong bisimilarity and expansion, will serve as auxiliary to .
3 Some properties of bisimilarity on the mini -calculus ?! Q 0 and for all e c, P 0 f e c = e bg R Q 0 f e c = e bg." Both strong and weak ground bisimilarity (De nitions 2.1 and 2.2) are preserved by all operators of the language. We only show the argument for weak bisimilarity, whose case is more delicate. Our proof re nes, and is inspired by, an idea by Honda, who proved a similar congruence result for the -calculus Hon92]. However, Honda's de nition of bisimilarity is not purely ground, since name instantiation is contemplated in the input clause (technically speaking, Honda allows free input actions); this makes the congruence w.r.t. parallel composition straightforward. Indeed, Honda's bisimilarity is a variant of the standard bisimilarity L . Moreover, Honda's transition system incorporates certain structural laws, which can then be applied in all contexts independently of the behavioural equivalence adopted.
The crux of the congruence argument is to show that ground bisimilarity is preserved by name instantiation (Proposition 3.5). 2. If P =) P 0 , then P =) P 0 .
Lemma 3.4
1. If P 0 ?! P 0 with 0 6 = , then P ?! P 00 with 0 = and P 0 = P 00 . 2. If P ?! P 0 then either (a) P ?! P 00 and P 0 = P 00 , or ?! P 00 with (a) = (c) and P 0 L e d (P 00 f e b =e eg ).
INRIA Proof: Another transition induction. We only show the details for assertion (2) , in the case when the last rule used is com . Then P = P 1 j P 2 and P = P 1 j P 2 . Moreover, the last step in the derivation of P ?! P 0 is of the form P 1
x(e e)
? In the two proofs below, a symmetric relation R is a weak ground bisimulation up to restriction and up to if P R Q and P ?! P 00 imply that there exist e d, P 0 and Q 0 s.t. We distinguish the case when 0 6 = and 0 = . If 0 6 = , then, by Lemma 3.4(1), P ?! P 1 with 0 = and P 00 = P 1 . Since P Q, we have Q =) Q 1 with P 1 Q 1 . Now, by Lemma 3.3, we have Q =) Q 1 ; for e d = ; , P 0 def = P 00 and Q 0 def = Q 1 this proves (2). Now, suppose 0 = . According to Lemma 3.4(2), there are two subcases to consider.
In the rst, we have P ?! P 1 and P 00 = P 1 ; this can be handled as the case 0 6 = FMQ94] ); these di er from the former because name instantiation is used in a di erent position in the bisimilarity clauses. An argument similar to that in Corollary 3.7 shows that in the mini -calculus ground bisimilarity also coincides with early and open bisimilarities. In view of these results, in the remainder of the paper ground bisimulation will be simply called bisimulation.
Proof techniques For the proof of one of the main results in the paper, namely
Theorem 7.15, we shall use a proof technique for bisimulation in order to reduce the size of the relation to exhibit. In the bisimilarity clause, this technique allows us to manipulate the derivatives of two processes with the expansion relation and to cancel a common context. It extends a technique in San94b] where contexts can only be monadic and static (i.e., they can only be of the form e b (P j ])). The expansion relation AKH92, SM92], written ., is an asymmetric variant of which takes into account the number of -actions performed by processes. Thus, P . Q holds if P Q but also Q has at least as many -moves as P.
The expansion relation provides us with better`control' on -moves of processes than the ordinary .
De nition 3.8 (expansion) A relation R Pr Pr is an expansion if P R Q implies:
1. Whenever P ?! P 0 , there exists Q 0 s.t. Q =) Q 0 and P 0 R Q 0 ; INRIA 2. whenever Q ?! Q 0 , there exists P 0 s.t. P b ?! P 0 and P 0 R Q 0 .
We say that Q expands P, written P . 3.3. Some laws for bisimilarity For ease of reference, in this section we have collected some simple laws for bisimilarity which we shall apply several times in the paper. First, two laws for restriction and parallel composition:
L1: a (P j Q) P j a Q, if a 6 2 fn(P ); L2: a (a(e e): P j ah e bi: Q) & a (P f e b =e eg j Q).
Next, we report some distributivity laws for private replications, i.e., systems of the form y (P j ! y(e q): Q)
in which y may occur free in P and Q only in output subject position. One should think of Q as a private resource of P, for P is the only process who can access Q; indeed P can activate as many copies of Q as needed.
1. a (P j R j ! a( e b): Q) a (P j ! a( e b): Q) j a (R j ! a( e A over agents. To distinguish logically di erent agents, we assign them a sort: A process takes the sort (); and, if name a has sort s, then an abstraction (a) P takes sort (s). We extend bisimulation to abstractions and set (a) P (a) Q (resp. (a) P (a) Q) if P Q (resp. P Q); note that, as for input pre xes, so for abstractions instantiations of the bound name are not not needed. The congruence of and is preserved by the abstraction and application constructs; the latter because both bisimulations are preserved by name instantiation. 4 Milner's encoding of the lazy lambda calculus 
Milner's encoding
We informally explain Milner's encoding E of the lazy -calculus into the -calculus. The core of any encoding of the -calculus into a process calculus is the translation of function application. This becomes a particular form of parallel combination of two agents, the function and its argument; beta-reduction is then modeled as process interaction. Since the syntax of the -calculus only allows for the transmission of names along channels, the communication of a term is simulated by the communication of a trigger for it.
In the -calculus, is the only port; a -terms receives its argument at . In thecalculus, there are in nitely-many ports, so the encoding of a -term M is parametric over a port p. This can be thought of as the location of M, for p represents the unique port along which M interacts with its environment. M receives two names along p: The rst is a trigger for its argument and the second is the location to be used for the next interaction. The encoding is presented in Table 2 . It is slightly di erent from Milner's original encoding Mil90] in the rule for application: In Milner's encoding, the particle rhx; qi guards the process ! x(q): E N] ]hqi. We could transform the guard into a parallel composition, so to use only the operators of the mini -calculus, because x is restricted and hence rhx; qi is blocking for ! x(q):
Two sorts of names are used in the encoding: Location names like by p; q and r, and trigger names like by x; y and z. For simplicity, we have assumed that the set of trigger names is the same as the set of -variables. If s loc denotes the sort of the location names, then the encoding of a -term is an abstraction of sort (s loc ). In the remainder of the paper, all abstractions we write have sort (s loc ), names p; q; r; : : : are location names, and x; y; z; : : : are trigger names.
RR n 2515 5 Operational correspondence for the encoding
In this section, we carefully examine the operational correspondence between source and target terms of the encoding. This will also be the basis for the study of full abstraction in Section 7. First, we introduce a process notation which allows us to give a simpler description of encodings of -terms with a variable in head position. We recall that is strong bisimilarity and . is the expansion relation.
De nition 5.1 For n > 0, we de ne:
O n hr o ; r n ; F 1 ; : : : ; F n i def = r 1 ; : : : ; r n?1 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n (r o hx 1 ; r 1 i j : : : j r n?1 hx n ; r n i j ! x 1 (q): F 1 hqi j : : : j ! x n (q n ): F n hq n i) where names r 1 ; : : : ; r n?1 ; x 1 : : : ; x n , q are fresh.
The i-th output of O n hr o ; r n ; F 1 ; : : : ; F n i, namely r i hx i ; r i+1 i, liberates the agent x i (q): F i hqi and the successive output at r i+1 . 
can be proved proceeding by induction on the structure of M, and using the distributivity properties of private replications in Lemma 3.14; alternatively, (3) can be inferred as an instance of Lemma 6.3. We wish to construct a -model using -calculus agents and the encoding E of the -calculus into the -calculus. It is reasonable that the model should respect observation equivalence ( ), which is the semantic equality adopted in the -calculus. So, for a - 
INRIA Proposition 5.4 (operational correspondence on the reductions of M)
for p; x; r; q not free in F; G.
The de nition of application is consistent since, by the congruence properties of , the result of the application does not depend upon the representatives G and F chosen from the equivalence classes. We are left with the de nition of M M] ] . The valuation maps a -variable x to (x), which is a set of bisimilar -calculus agents. Given a valuation , we denote by^ the \conversion" of which operates on a -calculus name x and selects a representative out of the equivalence class of (x); that is,^ (x) 2 (x) if x 2 dom( ), and (x) is unde ned if x 6 2 dom( ). Now, the mapping M of the -model is de ned in terms of E as follows: (4), (5) and (6).
Lemma 6.6 If 
Since is a congruence, we get Since D is a -model, we can infer all properties of -models for it and, hence, the two corollaries below (for the proof of the rst, one also needs Corollary 6.7). We write `M = N if M = N is an equation in the formal theory given by the alpha and beta axioms plus the rules of inference for equivalence and congruence.
Corollary 6.9 (validity of beta equality for E) If (10) Equalities (9) and (10) prove the theorem.
Full abstraction
Full abstraction, rst studied by Milner Mil77] and Plotkin Plo77] , is the problem of nding a denotational interpretation for a programming language such that the resulting semantic equality coincides with a notion of operational indistinguishability.
Inspired by the work of Milner and Park in concurrency Par81, Mil89], Abramsky Abr89] introduced an operational equivalence on closed lazy -terms called applicative bisimulation.
De nition 7.1 A symmetric relation R is an applicative bisimulation if M R N and M =) x: M 0 imply that there is an N 0 such that N =) Applicative bisimulation has been extensively studied by Abramsky and Ong AO93]; in particular, they have showed that it is a congruence relation.
The classical setting in which the full abstraction problem has been developed is the simply typed -calculus. With the introduction of the operational equivalence resulting from applicative bisimulation, it can be neatly transferred to the untyped -calculus and it has motivated elegant works by Abramsky, Ong and Boudol ( AO93, Bou94]). A denotational interpretation is said to be sound if it only equates operationally equivalent terms, complete if it equates all operationally equivalent terms, and fully abstract if it is sound and complete.
We call the equality on -terms induced by model D of the previous section -observation equivalence.
De nition 7.2 ( -observation equivalence) For Let us rst extend the convergence predicate to -calculus processes: We set P + if P can perform a visible action, i.e., there is 6 = and P 0 s.t. P =) P 0 . Propositions 5. 4 But we seek full abstraction on the whole class of -terms. Given a denotational interpretation which is not fully abstract, there are two natural directions to achieve full abstraction:
to cut down the existing \over-generous" semantic domain (restrictive approach); to enrich the language (expansive approach).
The two approaches are exempli ed by the solutions to the full abstraction problem for PCF (a typed -calculus extended with xed points, boolean and arithmetic features) proposed by Milner Mil77] and Plotkin Plo77]; in the latter, PCF is augmented with a`parallel or' operator.
Also in the case of our model D we can attempt both directions. In this paper we examine the expansive approach. We rst summarise the study of the restrictive approach, reported in San92] (but the process calculus used is the Higher-Order -calculus rather than -calculus). Two cuts of the model are made: Only the interior of the model is used; the behavioural equivalence on process terms is weakened. Intuitively, the latter is achieved by restricting the class of contexts in which two terms can be tested: As -terms are only used in -calculus contexts, so we require that their encodings be used only in encodings of -calculus contexts. Technically, this is expressed using barbed bisimulation MS92], a bisimilarity equivalence which can be relativised on a class of contexts. Barbed bisimulation coincides with if powerful enough contexts are allowed, but it is coarser otherwise. The model nally obtained is not only fully abstract, but also fully expressive, in the sense that all objects of the domain of interpretation are -de nable.
7.1. Expansive approach In the expansive approach, we study -observation equivalence, i.e, the equivalence induced on -terms by model D and, hence, by the -calculus encoding. The goal is to derive a direct characterisation of -observation equivalence, i.e. a characterisation not mentioning the encoding.
Propositions 7.4 and 7.5 show that applicative bisimulation is strictly coarser thanobservation equivalence. The counterexample in Proposition 7.5 indicates that there is structure in a -term which is observable in a concurrency setting but not in a purely-functional setting. In particular, in concurrency we can observe when the input of a function is used in its body. To achieve the same discrimination, we re ne applicative bisimulation. Lemma 7.9 Let be a substitution from -variables to -variables. If 
Open applicative bisimulation is reminiscent of a tree representation of -terms. Indeed, it is easy to prove that it coincides with the L evy-Longo Tree equality, which equates two terms M; N 2 o if they have the same L evy-Longo Tree; see San94a] (which gives a direct proof) or Ong88] (which goes through preorders).
L evy-Longo Tree (brie y LT) are the lazy variant of B ohm Trees (brie y BT), the most popular tree structure in the -calculus. BT's only correctly express the computational content of -terms in a \strict" regime, while they fail to do so in a lazy regime. For instance, INRIA in a lazy scheme, the terms x: and are distinguished, but since unsolvable Bar84], they have identical BT's. These terms have di erent LT's, because LT's take into account the order of unsolvability of a term, i.e., the maximal number of -abstractions which the term can exhibit. LT 7.2. The full abstraction theorems We need a few lemmas before tackling the full abstraction theorems. Lemma 7.11 shows a decomposition property for weak bisimulation; Lemmas 7.12 and 7.13 show properties of the processes O n hr o ; r n ; F 1 ; : : : ; F n i, introduced in Section 5 to represent the encoding of -terms with a variable in head position.
For a process P, we let N P be the set of names along which P can perform an action, i.e., N P = fa : for some and P 0 and with subject a, P =) P 0 g : Lemma 7.11
1. Suppose fn(P 1 ; P 2 )\ (N Q1 N Q2 ) = ; . Then P 1 j Q 1 P 2 j Q 2 implies P 1 P 2 . 2. Let x; q 6 2 fn(F; G). Then ! x(q): Fhqi ! x(q): Ghqi implies F G.
Proof: We rst prove (1). Relation R = f(P 1 ; P 2 ) : P 1 j Q 1 P 2 j Q 2 for some Q 1 ; Q 2 with fn(P 1 ; P 2 ) \ (N Q1 N Q2 ) = ; g is a weak bisimulation. The proof is straightforward: Since fn(P 1 ; P 2 ) \(N Q1 N Q1 ) = ;, no interaction between P i and Q i is possible, i = 1; 2. Moreover, if all bound names of actions of P 1 and P 2 are fresh, then the side condition of R is preserved. Now assertion (2) . We have to show that Fhqi Ghqi. We can assume, without loss of generality, that q is di erent from x. Since using the assertion (1) of the lemma, since N ! x(q):Ghqi = N ! x(q):Fhqi = fxg and x is not free in Fhqi and P G . In a symmetric way (just exchange F and G), we can derive, for some P F , O n hr o ; r n ; F 1 ; : : : ; F n i O n hr o ; r n ; G 1 ; : : : ; G n i i F i G i for all 1 i n.
Proof: The implication from right to left can be inferred from the congruence properties of . Thus, we only have to consider the implication from left to right. We proceed by induction on n. We only consider the inductive case. Let ?! O n?1 hr 1 ; r n ; G 2 ; : : : ; G n i j ! x 1 (q): G 1 hqi.
Let P 1 def = O n?1 hr 1 ; r n ; F 2 ; : : : ; F n i, and Q 1 def = O n?1 hr 1 ; r n ; G 2 ; : : : ; G n i. The only actions that ! x 1 (q): F 1 hqi and ! x 1 (q): G 1 hqi can perform are at x 1 and, by Lemma 5.2(1), the only actions that P 1 and Q 1 can perform are at r 1 . Since r 1 is not free in ! x 1 (q): F 1 hqi and ! x 1 (q): G 1 hqi, and x 1 is not free in P 1 and Q 1 , using Lemma 7.11(1) twice we infer ! x 1 (q):F 1 hqi ! x 1 (q):G 1 hqi and P 1 Q 1
Now from the former we get F 1 G 1 using Lemma 7.11 (2) ; from the latter we get F i G i , 2 i n using the inductive assumption.
We are now ready to prove that open applicative bisimilarity coincides with -observation equivalence. ?! P 0 =) P 00 , for some P 0 .
Then, using Proposition 5.5(1-2), we infer that there are N 0 and N 00 s.t. N =) 
